Viewing gravitational energy-momentum p µ G as equal by observation, but different in essence from inertial energy-momentum p µ I naturally leads to the gauge theory of volume-preserving diffeormorphisms of a four-dimensional inner space. To analyse scattering in this theory the gauge field is coupled to two Dirac fields with different masses. Based on a generalized LSZ reduction formula the S-matrix element for scattering of two Dirac particles in the gravitational limit and the corresponding scattering cross-section are calculated to leading order in perturbation theory. Taking the non-relativistic limit for one of the initial particles in the rest frame of the other the Rutherfordlike cross-section of a non-relativistic particle scattering off an infinitely heavy scatterer calculated quantum mechanically in Newtonian gravity is recovered. This provides a non-trivial test of the gauge field theory of volume-preserving diffeomorphisms as a quantum theory of gravity.
Introduction
Imagine a world in which physicists would be forced from the outset to think about gravitation in terms and in the language of relativistic quantum field theory -a language consisting of terms such as state vectors in Fock spaces, causal quantum fields, operators, probability amplitudes, observables, propagators, conserved quantities such as the electric charge, energy-momentum and the like. Within that framework they might try to answer questions such as "Given a certain number of incoming particles described by free state vectors with given inertial energy-momenta p µ i and other quantum numbers what is the probability -after they have interacted gravitationally -to observe a certain number of outgoing particles described by free state vectors with measured inertial energy-momenta p µ f and other quantum numbers?" -or to construct the S-matrix for quantum gravity.
To answer such questions imagine those physicists following a similar reasoning as in quantum electrodynamics to construct a theory yielding the S-matrix for quantum gravity. Hence they would start with asymptotic states and fields describing matter as in the case of QED implementing microcausality and space-time symmetries from the outset. And as in the case of QED they would look for a conserved quantity related to a global gauge symmetry which could generate the gravitational interaction through gauging the symmetry locally -in the case of QED it is the electric charge related to a global U(1)-symmetry the gauging of which yields the gauge field A µ transmitting the electromagnetic interaction. In addition they would note that in their approach spacetime with its Minkowski geometry is a background A Priori and becomes "visible" only indirectly e.g. via the validity of relativistic relations such as p 2 = m 2 I for an observable particle of inertial mass m I .
To identify a conserved quantity which our physicists could relate to a gauge field transmitting the gravitational interaction at the quantum field level they would have to go back to the very outset of what is known about gravity. Ultimately this is the observed equality of inertial and gravitational mass m I = m G . To be in agreement with observation this equality has to hold in any expression describing observable states in a gravitational context in their rest frames. However, our physicists could argue that nothing enforces this equality to hold for virtual (=non-observable) quantum states as long as it continues to hold for the on-shell (=observ-able) quantum states. Now (a) the observed equality of inertial and gravitational mass of an on-shell physical object in its rest frame together with (b) the conservation of the inertial energy-momentum p µ I for an asymptotic state in any reference frame tells our physicists that in the rest frame
assuming that the gravitational energy-momentum p µ G plays a physical role different from that of the inertial energy-momentum, yet being observationally identical for on-shell objects. In addition they might argue that there could in fact be two separate conservation laws for off-shell states, one for the inertial energy-momentum and the other for the gravitational energy-momentum.
To explore this route our physicists might postulate that both p µ I and p µ G are two separate four-vectors which are conserved for any asymptotic state, but in their approach through two different mechanisms. The conservation of p µ I would be related to translation invariance in spacetime as usual. Making use of Noether's theorem a second conserved four-vector could then be constructed which is related to the invariance under volumepreserving diffeomorphisms of a four-dimensional inner space. That four-vector would then be interpreted as the gravitational energy-momentum p µ G in the construction of a gauge theory of gravitation.
Our physicists would finally assure the observed equality of inertial and gravitational energy-momentum for on-shell observable physical objects in this approach by taking the gravitational limit, i.e. equating both types of momenta. They would also note -being forced from the outset to think about gravitation in terms and in the language of relativistic quantum field theory -that the language of classical physics with its reference to spacetime trajectories of particles makes no sense in the context of constructing such a theory -as would the principle of equivalence. Only in the limit ofh → 0 should both re-emerge.
In fact, we have worked out the above line of thinking on the basis of which we have defined the classical and quantum gauge field theories of the group of volume-preserving diffeomorphisms [1, 2] and proven its renormalizability [3] . Separately we have specified the asymptotic observable states of the theory, its S-matrix and its LSZ reduction formulaeall taking into account the aforementioned gravitational limit [4] . Finally we have analyzed the classical limith → 0 in which the original gauge symmetry under volume-preserving diffeomorphisms of inner space disappears and invariance under general spacetime coordinate transformations emerges -and with it general relativity [5] . This is the basis of our claim that the gauge theory of volume-preserving diffeomorphisms of an inner Minkowski space is a viable, renormalizable theory of quantum gravity.
This being the case we can now directly analyze physical situations for which we can compare predictions both within the framework of the theory presented as well as within the standard framework of Newtonian gravity dealt with quantum-mechanically such as the gravitational scattering of two particles with different masses.
Hence in this paper we calculate the scattering cross-section of two Dirac particles with different masses and compare it in an appropriate limit with the cross-section of a non-relativistic particle scattering off an infinitely heavy scatterer calculated quantum mechanically in Newtonian gravity -and determine the numerical value of the coupling constant of our theory in the process.
Matter-Matter Scattering Amplitude
In this section we calculate the scattering amplitude of two Dirac particles with different masses in quantum gravity to lowest order in perturbation theory in natural units c =h = 1.
Our starting point is the action for two Dirac fields ψ and Ψ with masses m and M respectively which are coupled to the gravitational field A µ α as we have generally defined it in [1, 2, 4]
Above, x and X denote spacetime and inner space coordinates [1, 2, 4] ,
denotes the gravitational field strength and
the covariant derivative [1, 2, 4] , g a dimensionless coupling constant and Λ a length scale in inner space [1] . Note that we have written down the action in a so-called Minkowski gauge and have added both a gaugefixing term for the remaining gauge degrees of freedom proportional to a constant λ and a mass term for the gauge field with mass µ to deal with possible infrared problems [4] . All other notations and conventions have been collected in Appendix A. We want to calculate the scattering amplitude of two Dirac particles with incoming and outgoing inertial equal to gravitational energymomenta p i , q i , and p f , q f respectively, incoming and outgoing spins γ i , γ
. Above i and f refer to initial and final states. In quantum gravity S-matrix elements are related by generalized LSZ reduction formulae [4] to the gravitational limit of truncated on shell Fourier-transformed vacuum expectation values of time-ordered products of field operators in the interacting theory. Applying the general expression Eqn.(150) for generalized Dirac matter LSZ reduction formulae in [4] to the case at hands the amplitude is found to be
Above u(p, γ) and U(q, γ ′ ) denote free Dirac spinors describing the asymptotic states of the fields ψ and Ψ with momenta p, q and spins γ, γ ′ respectively and Z 2 the spinor field renormalization constant.
Next we have to calculate the time-ordered product of the four interacting field operators in Eqn. (5) which is obtained from the generating functional Z η, η; H, H; J for the Green functions in quantum gravity by
where η, H, J denote external sources for the fields ψ, Ψ , A to which they are coupled through linear terms in the action. Z has been defined in [2] in the path integral representation Eqn.(46) in that paper. We now turn to evaluate it perturbatively in the usual way
Z 0 η, η; H, H; J .
Above Z 0 is the generating functional for free Green functions as given by Eqn.(50) in [2] and S IN T the interaction part of the action S in Eqn. (2) cubic and quartic in the fields. Z 0 is easily calculated to be [2] Z 0 η, η; H, H; J ∝ exp 
and gauge field propagator as in Eqn.(103) in [4] for the choice of gauge made in that paper
for the fields ψ and A µ α respectively with an expression analogous to Eqn. (9) for the propagator of the field Ψ . Above T δ αβ (X) refers to the delta function transversal in inner space
introduced in [4] . The part of S IN T relevant to our calculation is
Note the arrows on the derivatives w.r.t. inner coordinates indicating the directions in which they act. Evaluating the functional derivatives in Eqns. (6) and (7), setting the source terms equal to zero and discarding disconnected and higher order contributions we obtain the vacuum expectation value for the time-ordered product of the four field operators to leading order
Inserting this expression in Eqn. (5) and performing the truncation we find the scattering amplitude to be
Performing the remaining integrations the amplitude finally becomes
Note that before taking the gravitational limit the amplitude is scaleinvariant under P → ρP , Q → ρ Q and Λ → ρ −1 Λ as it has to be [1, 2] . Trying to take the limits above we are left with an expression of the type (2π) 4 Λ −4 δ 4 (0) which we also have encountered in defining asymptotic states in quantum gravity [4] . Noting that
with V reg being the regularized inner Minkowski space volume we use the fact that Λ is an a priori unspecified parameter which we can freely choose so that
This is the regularization we employed in [4] to deal with expressions of the sort of (2π) 4 Λ −4 δ 4 (0) and is the same as used in Fermi's trick to evaluate squares of Dirac's delta distribution when squaring amplitudes.
Noting that in the limit above
vanishes we see that the inner longitudinal part of the gauge field propagator Eqn.(11) does not contribute to the amplitude. As there is no infrared problem for µ → 0 we can now safely take all limits. Before doing so we also invoke the inner scale invariance of the amplitude to rescale Λ → L P , where L P = √ Γ is the Planck length in natural units c =h = 1 and get the final expression for the scattering amplitude
with the invariant matrix element M f i found to be
It contains the information about the underlying dynamics of the theory and is completely symmetric under the interchange of the two particles, i.e. p ↔ q and u ↔ U.
We note the similarity of M f i with the invariant matrix element for scattering of two Dirac particles with different masses in quantum electrodynamics [7, 8] . However, there is a crucial difference: the strength of the scattering in the case of quantum electrodynamics is proportional to the product of the two electric charges e e ′ whereas in quantum gravity it is proportional to the Minkowski product of the momentum four-vectors (gL P )
We again stress the fact that the scattering of two Dirac particles with different masses in the limit of a heavy scatterer and a non-relativistic incoming particle is physically equivalent to gravitational Rutherford scattering -and hence provides a non-trivial comparison and test for our claim that the theory presented in [1, 2, 4] is indeed a theory describing gravity at the quantum level (allowing us in the process to fix the numerical value of g 2 as well). We finally note that Eqn. (32) does not depend on the specific properties of the incoming particle, but just on the kinematical factor β -an expression that the principle of equivalence holds in the above limit.
Conclusions
In this paper we have calculated the gravitational scattering cross-section of two Dirac particles of different masses to leading order in perturbation theory within quantum gravity described by the gauge field theory of volume-preserving diffeomorphisms. We have demonstrated that this cross-section in the limit of one very heavy particle and the other nonrelativistic becomes equal to the Rutherford-like cross-section for a nonrelativistic particle scattering off a Newton potential. This has allowed us to determine the value of the coupling constant appearing in the gauge field theory of volume-preserving diffeomorphisms.
This result is much less trivial than the analogous one in QED because in that case the theory describing electrodynamics at the classical and the quantum level is the same. In the case of gravity all: the invariance groups and the gauge fields, the Lagrangians, the spaces on which they are defined, the coupling mechanisms describing gravitation at the classical and the quantum level are very different -and yet the same result emerges for one of the few quantities which can be calculated in both approaches.
If indeed the gauge field theory of volume-preserving diffeomorphisms consistently describes gravity at the quantum level then this is due to the fact that the framework of relativistic quantum fields and renormalizable gauge field theories offers a very economical way to consistently implement what we know from experiment about elementary particles and their processes. It offers the necessary classical and quantum degrees of freedom to describe all: observable states labelled by a complete set of quantum numbers, causality at the micro-level, the conservation of energy, momentum and angular momentum as well as the conservation of various types of "charges" -in our case the conservation of gravitational energymomentum and its dynamical implementation through gauging the group of volume-preserving diffeomorphisms of an inner space.
A Notations and Conventions
Generally, (M 4 , η) denotes the four-dimensional Minkowski space with metric η = diag(1, −1, −1, −1), small letters denote spacetime coordinates and parameters and capital letters denote coordinates and parameters in inner space.
Specifically, x λ , y µ , z ν , . . . denote Cartesian spacetime coordinates. The small Greek indices λ, µ, ν, . . . from the middle of the Greek alphabet run over 0, 1, 2, 3. They are raised and lowered with η, i.e. x µ = η µν x ν etc. and transform covariantly w.r.t. the Lorentz group SO (1, 3) . Partial differentiation w.r.t to x µ is denoted by ∂ µ ≡ ∂ ∂x µ . Working in Minkowskian gauges [2] X α , Y β , Z γ , . . . denote inner Cartesian coordinates. The small Greek indices α, β, γ, . . . from the beginning of the Greek alphabet run again over 0, 1, 2, 3. They are raised and lowered with the inner Minkowski metric η, i.e. X α = η αβ X β etc. and transform covariantly w.r.t. the inner Lorentz group SO (1, 3) . Partial differentiation w.r.t to X α is denoted by ∇ α ≡ ∂ ∂X α . The same lower and upper indices are summed unless indicated otherwise.
All further conventions related e.g. to spinors, phase space integrals etc. are standard and taken from [7, 8] .
